
F1000 corporation gains control of it’s 
supply base by utilizing Tada’s Supply 
Chain Command Center Platform

The F1000 company was shutting down shifts 
in production lines across the globe due to parts 
unavailability from their suppliers. A collaborative 
approach and technology was needed to work 
with the suppliers across the entire network to 
alleviate constraints and prioritize capacity.

Challenge
Demand prioritization and capacity allocation

While no company (also referred to as OEM) ever 
anticipated a global pandemic in recent times, the 
current situation has presented a unique opportunity 
for OEMs to transform their supply chains and stop 
any similar risks in the future. The F1000 company 
needed to put a methodology, and process in place to 
understand the constraints of the supply base. This 
requires a thorough understanding of the company’s 
supply chain to know what and where to transform.

Background

• Realtime, automated supplier collaboration 
• Material availability tracking and reporting
• Issues and constraints management and visibility

Solution
Take command of your supply chain

Executive Summary
A F1000 company wanted to track the capacity of its 
suppliers. Tada’s Command Center as a Service is a 
one-stop-shop for all the information you need and 
works irrespective of what the supplier provides – from 
iron providers in China to a customer building roads in 
the middle of Utah. Tada’s system helped the company 
understand the major bottlenecks and create business 
scenarios to calculate the cost of various decisions. It 
also helped in tracking and planning human resources to 
support operations as well as prepare for growth plans.

Tada Benefits
• Connect key demand, supply, shipment 

data across supply tiers 
• Manage risks between ecosystem partners 
• Enable coordinated and synchronized planning
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94% 
Reduction in supplier 
communication lag

30-40% 
Point-of-use 
availability 

4X
Expidite 

cost reduction

Results
Alleviate Constraints across 
the entire supply base


